
Helms Bakery District in L.A.’s Culver City has been 
transforming into the city’s contemporary design mecca, 
and now the historic area is home to Carl Hansen & Son’s 
first West Coast location. Situated next to the recently 
expanded Vitra space, the 2,800-square-foot showroom 
displays modern Danish design classics from master 
craftsmen like Hans J. Wegner, Kaare Klint and Ole 
Wanscher. Check out spring 2015 launches like Wegner’s 
iconic CH88 chairs, now available in six new colors (from 
$595), and Wegner’s reversible tray table, originally created 
in 1970 (from $950). 8745 Washington Blvd., Culver City, 
310.842.8656, carlhansen.com –Amanda Friedman

New Classics 

CLEAN LINES 
Inside Carl Hansen & Son’s 
first West Coast outpost
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CARMEL VALLEY
GOLDEN GLIMMER 
From top: The lobby 
utilizes a clean 
color palette and an 
opulent chandelier 
to play up the 
beauty of the hotel’s 
surrounds; the spa 
overlooks the Santa 
Lucia Mountains.

Vineyard views and outdoor fireplaces inform the rustic-chic 
aesthetic that defines the Bernardus Lodge & Spa. Reopened 
in April after an extensive revamp, this wine country haven 
abuts the rugged Santa Lucia Mountains, just 11 miles from 

downtown Carmel. Set on 28 acres of vine-dotted, lavender-
carpeted, orchard-filled terrain, the charming 57-room 

property—with architecture and interiors by L.A.-based 
Arya Group—features a state-of-the-art spa and Lucia 
Restaurant & Bar, helmed by chef Cal Stamenov. 
Striving for clean, contemporary silhouettes, Arya 
utilized warm tones via opulent Italian stonework, 
mosaic tiles, grass cloth, French oak floors and glitzy 
chandeliers. Guest rooms feature custom furniture 

and bathtubs for two. Strathmore chairs, oxidized 
copper accents, hand-knotted rugs, wrought-iron 

mirrors and reclaimed wood contrast with Frette linens 
and fluffy feather beds. Add in the Bernardus wine bar and 

garden patios, and guests may never leave. Rooms from $475 per 
night, 415 W. Carmel Valley Road, Carmel Valley, 831.658.3400, 
bernarduslodge.com –Becca Hensley
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All That Glitters
No, your eyes are not deceiving you; Sicis’ new 
mosaic styles resemble ultraregal rugs—though 

they’re made entirely of tiles. Loath to scrimp on such 
lavishness, the Italian company’s sublime new line 

in 24K gold leaf includes delicate nano-mosaics for 
even more sparkle. Our favorite number, Chardin 

Gold, displays swirling, arabesque motifs that 
mimic a hand-knotted floor topper—complete with 
jaunty “fringe”—and can be installed flush with the 
floor or mounted like a tapestry. $800 per square 
foot, $40,000 for full “rug,” Famosa Tile, 3323 

Hyland Ave., Ste. H, Costa Mesa, 714.800.1642, 
famosatile.com; sicis.com –Kate Abney

THE MIDAS TOUCH A detail of Ravenna, Italy-based 
Sicis’ new Chardin Gold mosaic tile “rug” 
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